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Abstract 

The meeting and conference industry is very varied, and conference designers strive to 

optimise the resources used during an event or conference. During several years of working in 

the conference and meeting industry the author found that some tasks associated with 

meetings and conferences are still handled manually. It was from the experience of these 

sometimes labour-intensive tasks that the idea sprung to introduce computer support. This 

thesis describes the development of a prototype in a mobile environment using Near Field 

Communication (NFC) as an identification token for an attendee at a conference or meeting. 

The conference centre where the conference and meeting scenario incorporated in the 

developed prototype is gathered from the author’s current place of work. As the prototype is 

developed as proof-of-concept it is not complete and needs to be developed further in order to 

be of use for a conference designer. The gain in reduced work can in some cases be quite 

intuitive, and in some other cases needs to be analysed. During the development of the 

prototype the author gained new knowledge in how mobile operating systems (OS) can differ 

compared to developing for OS aimed for stationary computers. One key difference was that 

the OS could at any time close or pause the application in order to free or save resources, such 

as memory or power, this behaviour needs to be managed and taken into consideration when 

developing for mobile OS. The author also learned how to use NFC and develop applications 

using NFC with an attendee-driven approach, which is important as the meeting industry 

strives to reduce the use of resources by making it more attendee-driven. The main idea 

behind the attendee-driven approach is to shift the tasks that are normally handled by the 

arranger of the conference, over to the conference attendee, e.g, the conference attendee books 

his or her lecture online, reducing the need of staff at a reservation call center.    
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1 Introduction 

In this chapter a brief introduction to the thesis is given, where the purpose, goals and 

limitations are presented, followed by a summarised disposition of the thesis.  

 

Nametags and registration stations are frequently used at events, meetings and conferences 

and are a familiar sight for the attendee at a conference. It comes as no surprise for many 

conferees that they will find that there are just one or more persons handling the registration 

station manually. The author of this thesis has during more than 20 years in the conference 

and meeting industry experienced the sometime labour-intensive tasks that manual handling 

produces. The author gathered all these past experiences and manifested them in a conference 

workflow (figure 2.1), covering a full day conference scenario. It is in this full day conference 

domain that the need for automation and computer support is seen as the next natural step.  

 

The conference workflow that the author presents in the thesis are not the regular conference 

goer experiences, but are in place to highlight and present some problem areas that the author 

has experienced when they are managed manually, and how they could be handled better with 

computer support and reduce the amount of work.   

 

The aim with computer support is to give the conference attendee a seamless experience 

during an event, meeting or conference, through the use of an identification token. The 

nametag is one of these identification tokens an attendee at a conference or meeting would 

encounter and use throughout the meeting, and is suitable to use in a computer support 

system. By using the nametag and adding an Auto Identification (Auto-ID) [36] technology, 

opens up for more efficient identification handling when combined with a computer system.    

It also opens up for more efficient resource handling as the conference designer can take 

advantage of the conference attendee and shift some of the tasks over to the attendee, using 

the identification token to secure the transactions. 
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1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to develop and implement an application covering a given 

conference scenario, taken from an existing organisation, and deploy it on a mobile platform 

supporting Near Field Communication (NFC) [37], and by so doing, giving a proof-of-

concept for reduced manual registration handling for conference administrators. Examples of 

areas where a reduction in manual handling can be achieved are:  

 

 Check in/out a conference attendee at a registration station 

 Booking of events at a registration station 

 Handling and distribution of restaurant or bar vouchers 

 Gate keeping events or meetings 

 

1.2 Goals  

The goals for this thesis are: 

 

 To create an application incorporating a full day conference scenario, which is 

presented in section 2.1 

 To deploy the application on a mobile device supporting NFC. 

 To create NFC-tags that are used together with the application as an identification 

token, securing the transactions made by the conference attendee.  

 To demonstrate the possibility to reduce the effort implemented by the conference 

administrators during a given conference scenario     

1.3 Limitations 

 

The focus of this thesis is the implementation and functionality of an application based on 

NFC, incorporating the given conference and meeting scenario. The prototype is implemented 

on a one-user basis and cannot be distributed to other devices.    
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1.4 Disposition  

 

In chapter 1 a brief introduction to the thesis is given, here the purpose of the thesis is 

discussed and goal and limitations for the subject is given.  

In chapter 2 the background to the thesis is given. The manual handling of a conference 

workflow from an existing facility is introduced and modelled upon a computer-assisted 

paradigm. The workflows are later used in the thesis as use-cases for the implementation of 

the prototype.  

In chapter 3 different automated technologies for identifications are introduced and discussed, 

ranging from passive to active technologies. These popular technologies are compared with 

each other, and one of these is later used in the thesis as identification token.  

In chapter 4 specifications are introduced. Throughout the chapter the decision points are 

discussed for the different elements that are to be used in the prototype, which make up the 

specifications for the prototype.  

In chapter 5 the graphical user interface is presented and covers the entire functionality of the 

prototype, which is built upon the use-cases introduced in chapter 2.  

In chapter 6 some technical aspects are discussed covering the use of the Auto Identification 

technology, Android, and data storage in the implementation of the prototype.  

In chapter 7 the conclusions are discussed, which problems arose during development of the 

thesis, and in conclusion some suggestions for further development of the prototype.       
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2 Background 

In this chapter the specifications and case study are presented. The specifications are 

collected from a case study of a given conference scenario at an existing and established 

conference facility with more than 30 years of operation in the industry. The author uses this 

case study and applies his experiences of how manual handling of each task would be treated. 

The author then shows how these manual tasks can be presented in a computer support 

system. The tasks presented in the computer support system are later used as an inspiration 

for the implementation of the prototype in this thesis.             

2.1 Conference flow  

In this section a full day conference workflow at the facility standing model for the thesis is 

introduced.  

 

A typical conference facility is normally separated into the different departments making up 

the organisation at hand. Each department has its own area of responsibility, budget and 

handling of the department’s resources. It is crucial that information sharing between 

departments works and flows as smooth as possible. Any losses made due to mistakes are at 

the end of the day a cost that the responsible department has to cover as the customer cannot 

be invoiced properly. Some information shared between the departments at the facility 

standing model for the case study are as follows. 

 

Restaurant / Kitchen - How many people are attending for: 

Coffee breaks, lunch and dinner? 

-How and what to invoice? 

Conference department - How many attended for: 

Coffee breaks, lunch and dinner? 

-What is the need for extra seating in 

conference rooms? 

-How and what to invoice? 

Bar  Are there any vouchers? How and 

what to invoice? 

Front desk  -How many arrivals? 

-Any changes in the reservation? 

-Prepare information for the attendee? 
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The facility used as model for the case design has a range of departments and organizes 

everything from small dinners, daytime meetings to very large congresses. Even though the 

size of a conference arrangement may differ, the workflow normally stays the same for the 

involved departments. Figure 2.1 illustrates one scenario of a conference flow where the 

following departments are involved, front desk, conference department and the restaurant. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Conference flow. 

Iillustrates a full day conference scenario where the workflow of 

an attendee can be followed from arrival to departure 

 

 

1: The conference attendee arrives at the facility: 

Prior the attendee’s arrival to the facility the arranger normally has received information about 

all attendees, and used that information for preparations, such as attendance lists, reservations 

in the restaurant and to see that the conference rooms are booked and equipped as requested. 

The conference department needs to keep track of how many attendees there are at the 

conference, any changes in numbers can result in another conference room has to be prepared 

as the limit is reached. 

 

2: The attendee register at the front desk:  

At the front desk the attendee receives an information package and checks in at the conference 

or meeting. This procedure can also be handled at a separate registration outlet that the 

conference arranger or meeting holders administer themselves.  

      

 3: The attendee attends the lectures he or she has registered to: 

Lectures held during the average conference are booked in advance and have the possibility to 

be collectively attended to. This is the most common scenario as the attendees follow a 

prepared and pre paid schedule of lectures arranged by the conference. The other possibility is 
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that the lectures can be booked lecture-per-lecture by the attendee on location. This is used in 

some cases at congresses where there are guest lectures where you pay-as-you-go, but this is 

not as common.     

 

 4: The attendee goes to the restaurant for lunch.  

At the restaurant the attendee is checked off from a list or hands in a voucher, and is served 

according to the order made in advance. This scenario is used when the attendees are arriving 

at the restaurant in an untimely manner. The most common case is that all attendees arrive 

and are seated together in the restaurant; the head waitress then counts the number of persons 

attending and reports this number to the conference department.    

 

 5: The attendee attends the lectures he or she has registered to.  

 See point 3. 

 

 6: The attendee attends a special event which only some are allowed access to: 

 The attendee is checked in and granted entrance if he or she is on the list. 

 

 7: The attendee goes to the restaurant for dinner.  

 See point 4. 

 

8: The attendee checks out at reception area: 

The attendee regulates his or her invoice before leaving the facility. This is used in the cases 

where the conference is of the type pay-as-you-go, and the attendee is supposed to pay. On 

the other hand the most common scenario is that the person responsible for the reservation 

informs the representative of the conference department if there are any changes in the 

number of attendees and this information is used to regulate the invoice.     

 

In the conference flow, see figure 2.1, the attendee uses different resources at different 

departments, and even though these departments are computer assisted via Point Of Sale 

(POS) [10] and conference management systems, there are still some activities that are 

handled manually. One of these manual procedures is carried out in the restaurant where the 

restaurant composes a manual list on how many attendees there were for coffee breaks, lunch 

and dinner; this is then compared with the reservation and audited by the conference 

department before invoicing. The conference department carries out another manual 
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procedure, where all changes of attendance for a conference are manually kept on paper, later 

audited against the reservation before invoicing. The restaurant and bar uses the same system, 

so the way of reporting to other departments is the same. By introducing computer assistance 

to those manual procedures, it would not only reduce the risk for lost income due to mistakes 

done between departments, as in the example with the restaurant where they can forget to 

produce and hand in this report, then leading to the correct number of attendees for the meals 

that may not be invoiced. It will also give a reduction in administration before invoicing the 

customer, as the number of list that has to be composed is eliminated.      

2.2 Use cases  

In this segment the different use cases for a manual conference flow are presented, and how 

they are modulated upon a computer assisted paradigm later used in this thesis. The manual 

procedures are built on the author’s experiences, and are presented as such. The main focus 

for the reasoning revolves around the fact that each conference attendee is invoiced 

individually.     

 

2.2.1 Check in  

 

When a conference attendee arrives at the location where the conference or meeting is to take 

place the attendee has to declare their presence through a registration procedure, see figure 

2.2. For a full day conference or meeting this is normally done through manually checking off 

the person from a prepared list. This procedure is very important for the arranger of the 

conference or meeting in order to secure the record over all attendees, no shows, replacements 

and so forth, so that the arranger of the conference or meeting can invoice the attendees 

correctly. The list from such a registration is continuously checked and the different 

departments affected by any changes have to be notified, many of these steps are handled 

manually, and the changes and the lists have to be kept until the day of invoicing, where the 

lists are composed and audited against the original reservation made, before invoicing.  
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Figure 2.2 Manual check in flowchart.  

The flowchart describes a typical manual attendee check in procedure 

at a full day conference registration desk. 
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The procedure of checking in is a perfect candidate where computer assistance is beneficiary. 

Room for efficiency is clear when it compares to the handling of inter-department 

dependencies and the lists needed for composition and audit before invoicing the attendee.  

 

In figure 2.2 the manual procedure of handling check in is presented, this workflow is 

analysed and presented in a computer-assisted environment in figure 2.3 where:  

1: Attendee states name  

2: Front desk selects attendee on list  

3: Front desk generates a nametag  

4: Front desk gives the attendee the tag with corresponding information  

This computer-assisted model and the manual workflow are the base for the final 

implementation of the prototype.  

  

    

 

Figure 2.3 Check in procedure in a computer-assisted environment.  

The figure shows a simplified check in procedure abstraction deduced from figure 2.2 
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2.2.2 Register for a lecture or event  

 

A conference arrangement or meeting normally consists of a set of mandatory activities or 

fixed schedule of lectures, which the attendee does not have to individually register on to in 

order to attend. On the other hand there are certain conference arrangements or meetings 

where it does matter if the attendee attends a specific lecture or event. These conferences or 

meetings are often of the type pay-as-you-go, which means that the attendee will be invoiced 

for the lectures or events the attendee has booked. Depending on the scale of these 

arrangements the administrative burden can be extensive. There are solutions available in 

order to handle this kind of planning, ranging from complete conference management systems 

to more modest free to use meeting administrative tools, but most cases are still handled via 

manual registration procedure, see figure 2.4, at a helpdesk where the attendee can book a 

lecture or event on sight. These forms have to be kept for invoice purposes. It is very 

important for the arranger of the conference or meeting to secure records over all attendees, 

no-shows, and cancellations so that the attendee can be invoiced correctly, especially when it 

comes to correct invoicing if there are any disputes concerning the invoice sent to the attendee 

and the record is not clear.  
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Figure 2.4 Manual registers on to a lecture or event flowchart. 

The flowchart describes a typical manual attendee lecture or 

event booking procedure at a conference registration desk. 
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The procedure of register to a lecture or event is a perfect scaling example where the 

workload for handling such a registration for hundreds of attendees manually has the potential 

of being overwhelming. This kind of registration through an automated computer system 

reduces the cognitive load at the registration desk as well as secures the record for future 

invoicing of the attendee. 

 

The register to a lecture or event procedure in a computer-assisted environment described in 

figure 2.4 is presented in, see figure 2.5 where: 

1: Attendee states name  

2: Front desk checks the list of lectures or events that are available for the attendee   

3: Attendee selects which lecture or event to book  

4: Front desk selects the event or lecture and registers the attendee  

5: Attendee receives a confirmation from the front desk of the reservation made 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Register to a lecture or event procedure in a computer-assisted environment. 

The figure shows a simplified registration procedure for lecture or event booking,  

abstracted from figure 2.4 
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2.2.3 Use tokens in restaurant or bar  

 

During a meeting or conference arrangement some form of refreshments are normally offered 

or included for the attendees. At the facility standing model for this thesis a standard 

conference package normally consists of two coffee breaks, one lunch and a dinner. The 

restaurant usually administers these meals. It is not unusual that the parent company of the 

attendee treats their employees to some complementary beverage tickets, which the attendee 

can use freely during their stay, e.g. the company accepts on its main bill that the attendee 

buys up to five soft drinks and one or two glasses of wine or beer at dinner. These tickets are 

normally printed on paper and handed in by the attendee when the attendee purchases 

beverages at the restaurant or any of the available bars during their stay. These tickets are 

gathered, saved, and audited before invoicing the company or the attendee. As the tickets used 

are printed there is a small risk that a third party could copy one of the tickets, and by so 

doing uses it in a fraudulent manner towards the arranger of the conference or meeting, when 

cashing in one of these tickets. It is very important to secure the handling of the tickets, as 

they are used as a supplement to the invoice, so that the attendee or company can check that 

they have been invoiced correctly.     
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Figure 2.6 Use tokens in restaurant or bar flowchart. 

The flowchart describes a typical manual attendee restaurant 

voucher procedure. 
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The procedure of Use tokens in restaurant or bar is used on a regular basis, as many 

companies want to include some extra amenities for their employees attending the conference. 

These printed tickets have to be administered to the attendees and charged at the time of 

cashing in at the restaurant or bar. This procedure can also be used during lunch and dinner 

hour’s serving as food vouchers. This is especially effective when the attendees comes and 

goes in a untimely manner for lunch and dinner. One main problem is to secure that the 

person handing in the voucher has the right to do so, and has not received it from someone 

else in a fraudulent manner. There are however some possibilities to increase efficiency to be 

gained by computer support here, but not always due to the speed of collecting paper 

vouchers, in contrast to handling input entries in a compute system.        

 

 The Use tokens in restaurant or bar procedure in a computer-assisted environment deduced 

from figure 2.6 above is presented in, see figure 2.7, where:  

1: The attendee states name 

2: The bartender collects the list of available vouchers for the attendee  

3: The attendee places his order  

4: The bartender cashes in the voucher  

5: The attendee is given his order 
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Figure 2.7 Use tokens in restaurant or bar procedure in a computer-assisted environment. 

The figure shows simplified cash in procedure in restaurant or bar,  

abstracted from figure 2.6 
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2.2.4 Gatekeeper, access controlled event or arrangement 

 

Some activities at a conference arrangement or meeting can be restricted in one way or 

another. Some activities only allow the attendee that has booked, access. Some restrictions are 

in place for security reasons to ensure that only the attendees at the conference or meeting are 

allowed in, shutting out the public or gatecrashers. Depending on the security level of the 

event or arrangement this can be of utmost importance. Another level of access control can be 

put in place to secure that underage people are not allowed access to such events not suited 

for them e.g. events where there are gambling and alcoholic beverages available, which can 

be regulated by law. Whatever the reason may be, access control is important and in many 

ways a useful tool for the arranger of a conference or meeting.      

 

A more fine grained individual level of access is shown in the flowchart below, see figure 2.8, 

where the attendee is checked on a individual basis, but the access level could of course have 

been done on a group level, checking the company name for instance.    
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Figure 2.8 Gatekeeper, access controlled event or arrangement flowchart. 

The flowchart describes a typical manual access control of 

attendee procedure. 
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The procedure of Gatekeeper, Access controlled event or arrangement is normally a true 

bottleneck when it comes to the manual handling of such. The handling and workload with 

hundreds of attendees is overwhelming, especially when there are time restraints to how long 

such a registration may take. The reduction in cognitive load and the gains in registration 

efficiency are clear, not the least to secure the record for future invoicing of the attendee 

 

 The Gatekeeper, Access controlled event or arrangement procedure in a computer-assisted 

environment deduced from the figure 2.8 above is presented in, see figure 2.9, where: 

 1: Attendee states name  

2: Clerk at the door “Gatekeeper” checks if the attendee is registered  

3: The attendee is granted access. 

 

 

Figure 2.9 Gatekeeper, access controlled event or arrange procedure in a computer-assisted 

environment. 

The figure shows simplified access control procedure,  

abstracted from figure 2.8 
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2.2.5 Check out 

 

When a conference attendee is about to leave the location where the conference or meeting is 

to take place, in time or before schedule, they have the possibility to go through a check out 

procedure see figure 2.10. This can be handled through manually checking off a prepared 

check out list or as an express check out, where normally all costs are invoiced to the parent 

company and the attendee just leaves their tags in a bowl, later audited by the front desk. If 

the attendee forgets to hand in their tag, the check out list is followed and the attendee gets 

checked out from this. Of course this leaves room for errors as the attendee was not supposed 

to check out today as stated on the prepared list, which means that it is important to do a 

follow-up before checking out any attendees that have not handed in their tag.  

 

It is very important that the lists from the check out are kept until the day of invoicing, where 

they are composed and audited against the reservation. This procedure is one of the most 

important ones, as the number of conference attendees has to be monitored so that attendees 

or the parent company of the attendees are not invoiced incorrectly, and that the arranger of 

the meeting or conference does not waste resources. This is especially important as the 

resources in the restaurant and kitchen involves preparation and serving of meals, where the 

meals can go to waste if the restaurant and kitchen are not informed about changes in the 

number of attendees. It is also important in personnel perspective, because changes in the 

number of attendees can reduce or increase the need of extra personnel in all departments.  
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Figure 2.10 Manual check out flowchart. 

The flowchart describes a typical manual attendee check out 

procedure at a daytime conference registration desk. 
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The procedure of checking out would do well with computer assistance, as in the case of 

checking in the room for efficiency is as clear. The check out from the conference or meeting 

can be unscheduled where the attendee has to leave earlier than planned. This means that the 

handling of inter-department dependencies are just as important as for the checking in 

procedure.  

One of these dependencies can be found between the restaurant and kitchen that need to get 

information about the attendee, this means that the restaurant and kitchen are dependant on 

how many attendees that there are for the different meals, to prepare the meals, and call for 

extra personnel when needed. It is also very important to keep track of such changes in order 

to secure future invoicing of the attendee. These check out lists need to be kept so that they 

can be composed and audited against the reservation before invoicing the attendee or the 

parent company of the attendee.  

 

In figure 2.10 the manual procedure of handling checking out is presented, this workflow is 

analysed and presented in a computer-assisted environment in figure 2.11 where the flow is as 

follows: 

 1: Attendee states name and leaves the name tag  

2: Front desk selects attendee in list  

3: Front desk checks out the attendee  

4: Front desk sees the attendee off.  

This computer-assisted model and the manual workflow are the base for the final 

implementation of the prototype.  
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Figure 2.11 Check out procedure in a computer-assisted environment. 

The figure shows a check out procedure,  

analysed from figure 2.10 
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3 Auto identification  

Auto Identification (Auto-ID) is a way and means to automatically identify objects e.g. 

animals, cars and different kinds of groceries, and then enter these objects information 

directly into a computer system without human involvement. This chapter covers different 

technologies for Auto-ID. The technologies, abilities are discussed and one of these 

technologies is later used in this thesis as identification token to secure the transactions made 

by an attendee.   

3.1 Radio frequency identification  

 

Radio frequency identification (RFID) [8] belongs to a group of technologies referred to as 

Auto Identification (Auto-ID) [36] technologies. In this group you will also find bar codes, 

covered later in the thesis. The Auto-ID technologies main usage and objectives are to reduce 

the labor-intensive tasks of manual data input and handling through the use of a unique id 

scanned and processed by a backend system [8]. 

 

The RFID system uses tags that via radio frequency electromagnetic waves transmit their 

stored identity data or information back to the reader. The tags fall into two categories, the 

ones that can be powered by induction from the reader and those that hold their own onboard 

batteries. The range of a RFID system has a span from 30 centimetres up to several hundred 

meters depending on the type of tag used. The RFID uses frequencies ranging from 

microwave to Ultra High Frequencies (UHF). As the RFID uses electromagnetic waves as a 

means for communicating their id or stored data, it makes them suitable for embedding inside 

packages enabling them to be tracked (e.g. in a warehouse) and this is one of the major 

advantages over traditional bar codes that have to be in the line of sight of the reader to be 

read [4][5][6][7]. 
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3.1.1 Radio frequency identification tags  

 

Radio frequency identification (RFID) [8] tags can range in complexity, from the simplest 

with a fixed logic, to ones with on board programmable logic or processor. The tags can 

hold a range of information from a simple unique id or serial number, to more complex 

data constructions e.g. a products entire history, accessible through a read and write 

procedure and onboard data storage. The tags can be of two types: passive or active ones  

[4][5][6][7].   

. 

 

 The passive tag is powered by induction from the reader or via an onboard battery. 

The tag is typically activated in the presence of a reader, who invokes the 

communication [4][5][6][7]. 

 The active tag is powered by an onboard battery and typically transmits some 

information at a given interval, e.g. the tags unique serial number, even when a reader 

is not being present [4][5][6][7].  

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Radio frequency identification (RFID) tag.  

A RFID tag, consisting of an antenna, induction coil and a logical unit 

holding information that is transmitted to the reader. 
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3.1.2 Radio frequency identification readers  

 

The Radio frequency identification (RFID) [8] system is often defined and classified by the 

relationship between the tag and the way the reader operates in combination with the tag, see 

figure 3.2. A reader can be either passive or active, so also can too the tag operate, as an 

active or passive tag in combination with the reader [4][5][6][7]. 

 

 Passive Reader Active Tag (PRAT) 

The reader only receive signals from a powered active RFID tag, typically a tag 

running on an internal battery source [4][5][6][7]   

 

 Active Reader Passive Tag (ARPT) 

The reader is active and transmits a signal to evoke a passive RFID tag, that responds 

with a proper transmission, predefined by the manufacturer of the tag [4][5][6][7] 

 

 Active Reader Active Tag (ARAT) 

The reader is active and transmits a signal to evoke an active tag, that responds with a 

proper transmission, predefined by the manufacturer of the tag [4][5][6][7] 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Radio frequency identification (RFID) tag and reader. 

ARPT system at it’s simplest, consisting of a passive tag 

and an active reader that powers the tag via induction. 
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3.1.3 Radio frequency identification usage 

 

The use of Radio frequency identification (RFID) [8] has many clear advantages over systems 

based on bar codes. The tags can be embedded in a product casing such as a carton and still be 

read properly, and they offer the possibility to be read in multiple instances at the same time, 

where a system based on bar codes normally can only be read one instance at a time [4][7]. 

The RFID tag associated with an object can be used to keep track of the object during 

production and inventory. RFID can also be used in ski passes, access control to buildings, or 

identification handling of animals, both domestic in food production as well as pets in our 

own homes [4][7].  

3.2 Near field communication  

 

Near Field Communication (NFC) [37] is constructed upon the Radio Frequency 

Identification (RFID) [8] standard, and is considered a subset of RFID. NFC uses the high 

frequency band (HF) at 13.56 MHz with a limited transfer speed of 424 kbits per second 

(kbps). NFC incorporates the ISO standard ISO14443, ISO 18092, and FeliCa [6][11][13]. 

Compared to RFID, NFC is constructed to have an operational distance ranging from a few 

centimetres up to about 20 centimetres distance from the source, typically 10 centimetres 

[6][14]. The limited range gives NFC some added benefits when it comes to security. 

However, there is a risk of tapping information using antennas within a few meters from the 

subject [9][14]. 
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3.2.1 Near field communication mode 

 

Near Field Communication (NFC) [37] differs from Radio frequency identification (RFID) 

[8] in another sense as well. It has a set of defined modes in which it can operate. The three 

modes of an NFC device are listed below.  

 

 Read and Write mode: The NFC device uses a collision avoidance mechanism which 

senses the presence of a radio frequency in order to detect an NFC tag which is in 

close proximity and uses read/write operations to read and write to the tag that is in 

close proximity. The NFC forum has defined a data exchange format (NDEF) that is 

used in the communication between the entities [22] [23]     

 P2P: Peer-to-Peer: Lets two NFC capable devices exchange information over a bi 

directional channel that operates with half duplex. The peer-to-peer mode is often used 

to set up communication to another wireless protocol, for example Bluetooth devices, 

by key exchange and net information being sent between the devices [23] 

 Tag/Card emulation: The Tag/Card emulation mode enables a device to emulate and 

function as an existing contactless smart card/tag. This opens the possibility to have 

multiple smart cards and their applications on one single device e.g. theatre and bus 

tickets that have been obtained through ordering or via smart posters, or access cards 

for hotels rooms delivered online prior to checking in [23].  

 

3.2.2 Near field communication security  

 

In comparison to Radio frequency identification (RFID) [8] hundreds of meters of operational 

distance the Near Field Communication (NFC) [37] operational distance of 20cm are by far 

less, but the shorter communication range does not guarantee that secure communication can 

take place. NFC is vulnerable for and offers no protection against eavesdropping. The 

distance within which an eavesdropper can act ranges from about one to ten meters and it 

makes it possible for some elaborate concealed attacks where no physical contact has to take 

place with the reader or the object being read  [9][14]. 
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3.2.3 Near field communication tag security  

 

Near Field Communication (NFC) [37] is on the verge of becoming the technology replacing 

some if not all contact-bound smart cards used in today’s systems e.g. Visa and MasterCard. 

Even though NFC provides a convenient means of usage it also raises security concerns. 

MIFARE Classic [15] , manufactured by NXP Semiconductors,  has become the most widely 

used NFC smart card with more than 200 million units in use [12]. Many of the tags (cards) 

used in e.g. transit systems is still using the MIFARE Classic scheme stated in the ISO/IEC 

14443 standard, as means for tag (card) security in their deployment, even though it has been 

publicly known to be compromised [15][12]. The security problem lays in the very weak 

authentication protocol named CRYPTO-1 [38]. CRYPTO-1 uses a challenge-response 

algorithm based on shared secret keys where both sides authenticate each other, and where a 

weak random number generator both in the card and reader play a role [15][16]. There are 

cheap tools publicly available on the market to compromise and clone these NFC cards. Two 

examples of these publicly available tools are Mifare Classic Offline Cracker [35] and "magic 

China" MIFARE Classic cards. Newer tags (cards) are available that have an improved 

version of MIFARE Classic and are called MIFARE Plus. MIFARE Plus is to withstand key 

recovery attacks affecting the CRYPTO-1 algorithm, but for backwards compatibility reasons 

the MaiFare Plus tag (card) can fall back to CRYPTO-1 and by so doing become subject to 

being compromised [15]. 

 

3.2.4 Near field communication in mobile environment  

 

Near Field Communication (NFC) [37] is mostly known in the mobile domain as the 

proposed solution for a mobile bound wallet, where smartphones replace the credit card and 

cash we use today [17][18]. But the use of NFC spans beyond mobile payment, the use of 

NFC has made it possible for smartphone users to interact with objects containing NFC tags 

sharing, gathering, and accessing information in a more convenient way. Advertisers use this 

idea in marketing and advertising, where tags are embedded in posters, stickers and different 

promotional items, and the consumer just uses the phone to access the information, in an 

intuitive manner [14][18]. One important factor in the success of NFC is the enhanced 

smartphones these capabilities appeal to customers as it simultaneously effectively reduces 

the number of devices carried [17]. 
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3.3 Barcode  

A barcode [24] is an optical data structure readable by a machine. There are different ways the 

data in a barcode system can be represented. The original barcodes were represented via 

spacing and variable width of the parallel lines constituting the barcode. These original 

barcodes are referred to as one-dimensional or 1D, see figure 3.3. Over time these barcodes 

have evolved into a wide set of geometric representations and patterns consisting of two-

dimensions or 2D, see figure 3.4, and are now commonly available on a wide range of 

products such as boarding passes, tickets, posters and groceries, the most common to us are 

the EAN-13 [24]. Barcodes are now commonly read and readable by most smart phones 

equipped with a camera, and do not need special optical scanners as they originally did when 

they were first introduced to the market [24].    

 

 

Figure 3.3 Example of 1D barcode type code 128. 

The barcode contains the text Fredrik Jonsson 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Example of 2D barcode type PDF417. 

The 2D barcode contains the text Fredrik Jonsson 
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3.3.1 Quick response code   

 

Denso Wave which is a Toyota subsidy, introduced the Quick Response Code (QR Code) 

[25] (see figure 3.5) in 1994 as a means to track vehicles during manufacturing. The QR code 

has since its introduction been released as an ISO standard, free of any license fees, and has 

become one of the most popular barcodes based on a two-dimensional scheme, most due to 

the capacity of data and the over all speed of detection compared to standard barcodes [25].  

QR Code is used widely within consumer advertising where the QR Code is set to hold 

related information, such as a company’s Uniform Resource Locator (URL) [39], which 

reduces all efforts for a customer having to enter the address manually, but rather scanning the 

tag with their smart phone and automatically being redirected [25]. QR Code can hold 

virtually any type of data, which also leads to some security concerns. The QR code can link 

to URL:s where a vulnerability in the scanning device can be exploited, or the QR Code can 

even contain viruses or other malicious code able to execute on the scanning device, as an 

example using flaws in the reader or the image viewer [25]. 

         

 

 

Figure 3.5 Example of a QR Code. 

The QR code contains the text Fredrik Jonsson 
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3.3.2 Quick response code compared to near field communications tag  

 

The capabilities of a Quick Response Code (QR Code) [25] printed label and a Near Field 

Communication (NFC) [37] tag seem to tangent each other’s domain of use. They both 

constitute a contactless way to communicate stored data, but they handle the retrieval of 

information in two very different ways. NFC needs a special set of hardware in order to read a 

tag, while QR Code just needs a smart phone equipped with a camera and an application 

installed that can read the given QR Code. The problem with the accessibility of special 

hardware installed on smartphones for NFC is as of today almost negligible, most 

manufacturers install NFC solutions as standard on their smart phones direct at the time of 

manufacturing. QR and NFC have both their strengths and weaknesses depending on which 

problem domain they are supposed to work within.  

QR code has a huge advantage over NFC when it comes to the price. The price is typically the 

same as printing cost, as it is a printable image. QR code has to be in line of sight that makes 

it exposed to damage, making it unreadable. The use of QR Code can be limited by the fact 

that it cannot be altered after printing and is fixed, and the QR Code standards offer no added 

security to the content.  

When it comes to NFC, NFC tags have a varied price range depending on the complexity of 

the NFC tag, and can be hidden from view and do not have to be in line of sight. NFC 

constitutes a more reliable communication of data compared to QR Code as it is not as 

exposed to damage as it can be hidden inside some other construction, e.g. inside the material 

of a book cover. NFC is rewritable which makes it highly reusable and some tags support 

encryption and access control, securing the data from view. NFC is also capable of advanced 

two-way communication, bringing a range of logic and solutions to the table.  
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4 Design of the system  

The chapter introduces the specifications for the developed prototype. Throughout the chapter 

the different decision points are discussed for the elements that are later used in the making of 

the prototype.   

 

4.1 The selection of mobile platform  

In this chapter the selection of which mobile platform to be used for the developed prototype 

is presented. In order to be able to make a selection of which mobile platform to use for the 

developed prototype, four criteria were evaluated: market share, price, accessibility and 

developer support. All these four criteria were met by the Android operating system. 

  

4.1.1 The selection of mobile operating system  

 

Android [28] is an operating system built upon Linux and developed by Android Inc, which 

was taken over by Google in 2005 [27][28]. Android was developed with the aim for mobile 

devices, and their constraints in terms of memory and battery capacity [29]. Android is found 

in a range of mobile devices, smart phones, gaming devices and tablet computers, but also in 

various home electronic devices such as smart television sets and home automation systems 

[29]. Android has become the world’s most widely used operating system for smart phones, 

and has a market penetration globally ranging over 74% [26], and during July - September of 

2013 made up 81% of devices shipped [26], and one of the driving reasons for such a success 

comes from the fact that Android is open source. Android brought to the market a highly 

customisable system that saves the deploying company the costs from developing such a 

system from scratch [29]. 
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A miner problem with Android is that applications written in Java [4] for the Android 

platform, makes them platform dependent. Why is that? When code written in Java is 

supposed to be able to run on any system? The explanation lies in the implementation of Java 

in Android and the Virtual Machine (VM) [41] used. Dalvik [30] is the name of the VM 

running on Android operating system, and is built on a subset of the Apache Harmony Java 

implementation. Dalvik does not conform to Java SE and the Java ME class specification e.g., 

AWT and Swing [30]. 

Dalvik does not use Java bytecode instead a proprietary bytecode, is used and one other 

difference between Java VM and Dalvik is that Dalvik is register-based where Java VM is a 

stack machine. As the bytecode is not Java bytecode the Java libraries package as jar files, 

and are not possible to load with Dalvik [31]. These are some of the reasons to why an 

application written for Android would not run properly on any other system as Java does.   

 

As the Android system is free to use and has a good market share as well as being available 

on a range of products, makes it suitable for the implementation of the resulting prototype. 

Even though the resulting prototype would be platform dependant. For these reasons Android 

was selected to deploy and develop the prototype furthermore. 

 

4.1.2 The selection of mobile unit  

 

There are a plethora of devices available on the market that support Near Field 

Communications (NFC) [37]. Recent years smart phones and tablet computers running the 

Android Operating System almost all support NFC, with some few exceptions on some 

devices brought to developing markets. Google has launched a self-branded group of devices 

called “Nexus” [32]. These phones or tablets are considered products aimed for software 

developers, a platform on which developers can deploy their applications and perform tests to 

ensure maximum compatibility. These devices also get the latest builds of the Android 

Operating System just a few weeks after they are brought to the public. This is where the 

Nexus devices differ from other phones or tablets on the market. Other manufacturers 

typically update their phones or tablets three to six mounts later if not at all. For these 

practical reasons a “Nexus 4” device was selected to deploy and develop the prototype on.  
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4.2 The selection of database 

 

The aim of the prototype in this thesis is proof of concept. The implementation of the 

prototype is done in such a way that it does not call for the database to be distributed, as it is a 

single user device implementation. In order to store data a SQLite-databas [3] was selected 

due to its low system demands, which is good in a mobile environment that has restricted 

resources at hand. The developer of the SQLite-database also suggests the use of the database 

in mobile devices, together with smaller applications [20]. The SQLite-database also has good 

support in the Android implementation of Java, which makes it an ideal choice for the 

prototype. The implementation uses a helper class, with an interface that makes it easier if the 

need to change the type of database in the future would arise. The database helper class 

basically consists of a few primitive operations: Update, Get, Store and Remove data.     

 

4.3 Selection of auto identification technology 

As mentioned in chapter 3 there are some different technologies available enabling 

identification control of an attendee to a conference or meeting. The technologies have their 

pros and cons depending on the environment in which to operate. The Near Field 

Communication (NFC) [37] technology was selected as an Auto Identification (Auto-ID) [36] 

token in this thesis due to its ability to allow the stored data to be continuously modified and 

the reusability of the tags, which in the long run saves resources. Another important aspect is 

that NFC does not have to be in perfect alignment for reading, and does not depend on good 

light as Quick Response code (QR-code) [25] does, to be able to be read. This is very 

important as the prototype handles the scenario where tokens are used in a bar or nightclub 

environment, which normally is found to be badly lit. Taking this into consideration makes 

NFC the natural selection as identification token.            
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4.3.1 Near field communication tag security 

 

In this thesis an inexpensive type of Near Field Communication (NFC) [37] tag NTAG203 is 

being used. To make the prototype as compatible as possible to most of the tags on the market 

a security scheme had to be explored other than the classic, MIFARE Classic scheme, which 

after all has been proven easily taken over as discussed in Chapter 3.2.3. There are different 

approaches on how to add a level of security to the NFC tags. One popular approach is to use 

the NFC tag unique ID and make the payload stored on the tag bound to this ID. In order to 

make the identification of an attendee more secure in the prototype in this thesis, this scheme 

has been implemented, and is discussed in more detail under section 6.2.  

 

4.4 Selection of development tool  

 

There are some, Integrated Development Environments (IDE) [42] available on the market. 

One of the most popular is Eclipse. Eclipse is license free and offers a high level of 

customization for the developer through its extensible plug-in system [33]. Google offers a 

developer toolkit called Android Developer Tools (ADT) [34]. ADT contains Eclipse with the 

necessary plug-ins in place. It also contains an Emulator called “Android Virtual Device 

(AVD), where the software emulator emulates a selection of phones and tablet-computers 

hardware running Android, so that the developer can check and develop for different 

hardware without having to obtain the actual hardware, which is expensive. As Eclipse is such 

a well-known developer tool, and the complete ADT that Google offers for Eclipse, which 

shows the points in favor when selecting the IDE to use. 
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4.5 Specification 

 

The specifications were gathered from the authors current place of work, which is the facility 

used in Chapter 2 where the conference flow is first presented. The author analysed his 

experiences of manual handling and modulated it upon the conference flow. The Conference 

flow was analysed and finally, the decision was made that the prototype system should consist 

of the following four parts, see figure 4.1: 

 

 A mobile device 

 A graphical user interface (GUI) 

 An Auto Identification (Auto-ID) [36] device 

 A database 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Example of prototype elements.  

The figure describes the different elements it the prototype, 

the attendee, Auto-ID identification tag, mobile device with 

 graphical user interface and database.   
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The prototype should be written for the Android operating system and use Near Field 

Communication (NFC) [37] as an Auto-ID. 

The prototype should incorporate the scenarios described in chapter 2, which are: 

 

 Check In 

 Register to a lecture or event  

 Use tokens in restaurant or bar 

 Gatekeeper 

 Check out 

 

The prototype should include the possibility to recover from mistakes made at Check In and 

Check Out. The prototype should be able to handle Check out and Use tokens in restaurant in 

restaurant or bar, without the use of Auto-ID, for backup reasons.      

 

4.5.1 Mobile device 

 

The mobile device has to operate in a range of different conference environments introduced 

and discussed in chapter 2. The device has to incorporate the following criteria. 

 

 The device should be able to run on battery for mobility 

 The device should run the Android [28] operation system 

 The device must support reading and writing to Near Field Communication (NFC) 

[37] Tags 
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4.5.2 Graphical user interface  

 

One of the parts that has to be implemented in the prototype is the user interface. Although it 

is not the main focus of this thesis, it is important to take into consideration when 

implementing the prototype the different workplace environments, in order to increase 

usability.   

 

 The graphical user interface (GUI) should be user friendly, intuitive and restricting 

so that the user is prevented from making mistakes 

 The GUI should consist of five parts 

1. Check In: Where the front office personnel is able to check in an attendee, event 

and arrangements 

2. Register to a lecture or event: Where the attendee is able to book and cancel their 

events or lectures 

3. Use tokens in restaurant or bar: Where the bartender / restaurant personnel is 

able to cash in Vouchers in the bar or restaurant 

4. Gatekeeper: Where the gatekeeper can check if the attendee has access rights or 

not to an event or lecture 

5. Check out: Where the front office personnel is able to check out attendees, 

events and arrangements 

 

4.5.3 Auto identification device  

As discussed the preferred Auto Identification Device (Auto-ID) [36] technology to suit the 

different working environments are from the Radio frequency identification (RFID) [8] 

family of technologies.  

 

 The Auto-ID device has to be a Near Field Communication (NFC) [37] Tag 

 To ensure compatibility, the type of tag used is NTA203 

 There has to be an added security feature to enhance the identity of the NFC Tag 
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5 The graphical user interface  

The chapter goes through the five main activities presented in chapter 4.3.2, plus the option to 

change status on event, arrangement and attendees. The application menus, behavior and 

workflows are introduced and shows how the implementation use basic graphical constructs 

in order to make the use of the prototype as intuitive as possible.   

 

5.1 Main menu 

 

When the program first starts a very clean and basic main menu (see figure 5.1) appears. The 

decision was made to keep the layout as simple as possible in order to make it intuitive and 

comprehensive to the end user operating the touch screen. The main elements in the menu 

were name-given with common term from the conference and meeting industry, e.g. FnB 

stands for Food and Beverages. From the main menu the user of the application is able to 

navigate through the different operations associated to these groups of activities. The main 

menu consists of the following options:  

 

1. Setup: From this selection the user can load the system with the data files associated 

with attendees, events, arrangement and restaurant vouchers, or the user can load the 

system with the data stored in the database.   

2. Front Office: Front office holds all the check in, and check out procedures for an 

attendee, event or arrangement. 

3. FnB (Food and Beverage): From this selection the handling of restaurant Vouchers is 

carried out.  

4. Event Booking: Here an attendee can book and manage their bookings for events or 

lectures 

5. Gatekeeper: From this option, the access control to events and lectures are made.    

6. Exit Program: Terminates the program. 
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Figure 5.1 Program main menus. 

 

 

 

5.2 Front office 

 

The menu Front Office consists of a set of sub menu items, see figure 5.2 covering the 

common operations that a front office clerk handles during an attendees arrival and later 

departure from the facility. In the submenus you would also find the management of the 

events and arrangements lifecycle. 

 

1. Check In: Here you will find the submenus and workflow for the check in procedure 

that the front desk uses.  

2. Check Out: Here you will find the submenus and workflow for the check out 

procedure that the front desk uses.  

3. Cancel / No-Show / Confirm: Here you will find the sub menus giving the user the 

corrective means to change the state of an attendee, event or arrangement if any 

mistakes were made.  
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Figure 5.2 Front office main menus. 

 

5.2.1 Check in 

 

Check in arrangement  

When the check in procedure for an arrangement is initiated (see figure 5.3) a list of all 

arrangements in the system with the status Confirmed is presented. The list is scrollable and to 

check in the arrangement, the user has to select and press on the arrangement entry to bring up 

the check in option. After the arrangement is selected for check in, the system confirms the 

transaction by a dialogue notification. 
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Figure 5.3 Front office check in arrangement menus. 

Check in event 

When the check in procedure for an event is initiated (see figure 5.4) a list of all events 

available in the system with the status Confirmed are listed. The list is scrollable and in order 

to check in the event the user has to long press on the event to bring up the check in option. 

After the event is selected for check in, the system confirms the transaction. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Front office check in event menus. 
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Check in attendee 

When the check in procedure for an attendee is initiated (see figure 5.5) a list of all attendees 

with the status Confirmed in the system are listed. This is a scrollable list view where a long 

press on a selected attendee brings up the check in option for the selected attendee. After the 

attendee is selected for check in the system awaits a compatible Near Field Communication 

(NFC) [37] tag to be encoded to complete the check-in procedure. If no compatible NFC tag 

can be presented the operation can be aborted. The attendee cannot be checked in without a 

NFC tag being written.     

 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Front office check in attendee menus. 
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5.2.2 Check out 

 

Check out arrangement  

When the check out procedure for an arrangement is initiated, see figure 5.6 a list view of all 

events with the status Checked In in the system is displayed. To check out the arrangement 

the user brings up the check out option through long pressing the arrangement in the list view. 

After the arrangement is selected for check out, the system confirms the transaction. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Front office check out arrangement menus. 

 

Check out event 

When the check out procedure for an event is initiated, see figure 5.7 a list of all events with 

the status Checked In in the system is presented. To finally check out the event the user 

invokes the check out option through long pressing the event in the list. After the event is 

selected for check out, the system confirms the transaction. 
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Figure 5.7 Front office check out event menus. 

 

 

Check out attendee 

For backup reasons an attendee can be checked out via two different procedures. The first 

procedure uses a list view where all attendees with the status Checked In in the system are 

listed, see figure 5.8. To invoke the check out procedure, the user must long press on the 

selected attendee, this will bring up the check out option for the attendee. When the attendee 

has been selected for checking out, the system confirms the transaction.  

 

 

Figure 5.8 Front office check out attendee by list menus. 
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The second check out procedure uses the Near Field Communication (NFC) [37] tag 

connected to the attendee. The NFC tag is read and the system brings up the attendee in a list 

view, see figure 5.9. To start the checkout procedure for the attendee, the user has to long 

press on the attendee in the list to bring up the check out option. When the attendee has been 

selected for checking out, the system confirms the transaction.  

 

 

   Figure 5.9 Front office check out attendee by NFC tag menus. 

 

5.2.3 Cancel/No-Show/Confirm 

 

The option to change an attendee, arrangement or an event status is a very useful tool. This is 

an easy way to correct e.g. a wrongly checked in attendee. The procedures are identical for 

attendees, events as well as arrangements, see figure 5.10, when the procedure to change 

status is invoked the respectively selected lists are listed. To change the status on the selected 

item the user has to log press on the entry, and the Cancel, No-show and Confirm options are 

displayed. After the selection is done the system confirms the transaction.  
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   Figure 5.10 Front office change status menus. 

The procedure is identical for Arrangement, Event and Attendee 

in the figure the example is of the Attendee menu option.   

 

5.3 Food and beverages  

 

The Food and Beverages (FnB) menu consists of two sub-menus, see figure 5.11 covering the 

operations that a bar or restaurant department clerk handles during cashing in an attendees 

restaurant or bar vouchers. 

 

1: Cash in voucher by attendee list: Here you will find a list of checked in attendees who can 

be selected to retrieve their restaurant or bar vouchers. 

 2: Cash in voucher by NFC tag: When the Near Field Communication (NFC) [37] tag is read 

the restaurant or bar vouchers for the attendee connected to the NFC tag are listed. 
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   Figure 5.11 Food and beverage main menus. 

 

5.3.1 Cash in voucher by attendee list 

 

When the Cash in voucher by attendee list procedure for an attendee is started (see figure 

5.12) a list of all checked in attendees is listed. To retrieve the restaurant or bar vouchers 

connected to an attendee the attendee in the list is long pressed. If the attendee has any 

vouchers these are now listed. To cash in the voucher listed the voucher in the list is long 

pressed, and the option to cash in the voucher is displayed. After the Voucher has been 

marked for cash in, the system confirms the transaction. 
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Figure 5.12 Cash in voucher by attendee menus. 

 

5.3.2 Cash in voucher by NFC tag 

 

When the Cash in voucher by NFC tag procedure for an attendee is started, see figure 5.13 the 

Near Field Communication (NFC) [37] tag is read and a list of restaurant or bar vouchers that 

is not cashed in connected to the attendee is listed. To cash in the voucher the entry is long 

pressed, and this brings up the option to cash in the voucher. After the Voucher has been 

marked for cash in, the system confirms the transaction. 

 

 

Figure 5.13 Cash in voucher by NFC tag menus. 
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5.4 Event booking 

 

The Event Booking menu has two sub menu entries (see figure 5.14). These entries are the 

necessary steps to be taken to book an event or lecture. 

 

1: Book event by NFC tag: When the Near Field Communication (NFC) [37] tag is read you 

will find a list of events that can be booked by the attendee. 

 2: List Booked event by NFC tag: When the NFC tag is read a list of booked events for the 

attendee is listed. 

 

 

Figure 5.14 Event booking menus. 
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5.4.1 Book event by NFC tag 

 

When the Book event by NFC tag menu option is selected for an attendee (see figure 5.15) the 

Near Field Communication (NFC) [37] tag is read and if there are any available events or 

lectures available to book for the attendee they are now listed. To book the event or lecture, 

the event or lecture is long pressed and the book option appears. After the event or lecture is 

selected to book, the system confirms the booking. 

 

 

Figure 5.15 Book events by NFC tag menus. 

 

5.4.2 List booked event by NFC tag 

 

When the List Booked event by NFC menu option is initiated (see figure 5.16) the Near Field 

Communication (NFC) [37] tag is read and a list of booked events for the attendee is 

displayed. If one of the events are long pressed the cancel booking option is available. When 

the event is selected to cancel booking, the system confirms the cancellation of the booking. 

On the other hand, if the attendee has already checked in on the event via the Gatekeeper, then 

a message appears that this cannot be cancelled.   
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Figure 5.16 Book events by NFC tag menus. 

5.5 Gatekeeper 

 

The Gatekeeper menu holds the procedure for gate keeping events or lectures, see figure 5.17. 

When the Gatekeeper menu option is selected the list appears for all events or lectures with 

the status Checked In. To select an event or lecture to gate keep, the event or lecture is long 

pressed and the option to gate keep appears. Now the system waits for Near Field 

Communication (NFC) [37] tag to be read, if the attendee associated with the NFC tag is 

booked to the event that is gate kept the attendee appears in a list view. The clerk then selects 

the attendee to be checked in to the event and grants the attendee access. If the attendee is not 

booked for the event a denied access message appears when the NFC tag is read. If on the 

other hand the attendee has already checked in to the event or lecture a message appears so 

that the clerk knows that this attendee has already checked into the event or lecture.   

 

Figure 5.17 Book events by NFC tag menus. 
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6 Technical description   

To be able to implement the prototype the author had to learn some new technologies. The 

Auto Identification technology (Auto-ID) selected for the main purpose of the prototype is one 

of them, and the Android operating system is another. This chapter covers aspects of those 

technologies used in the implementing of the prototype, and which problems were 

encountered and how they were solved.     

6.1 Writing and reading a near field communication tag   

The Near Field Communication (NFC) [37] Tags can range in complexity and capabilities, 

spanning from simple tags with just write and read operations to complex structures with 

application specific circuits. The data that is stored on the NFC Tag can be written in different 

formats but those mostly used are based on NFC Forums standard, NFC Data Exchange 

Format (NDEF) [13], which is an NFC data exchange format, where the NFC enabled devices 

exchange NDEF messages [13]. In the implementation of the prototype a more direct access 

to the tag storage is used, writing byte by byte to the tag. The reason for this is that the data to 

be stored is an MD5 [19] hash value and not considered a NDEF message formatted type.   

 

Android introduced support for NFC fairly early in the operating system’s history. The 

Android NFC Application Programming Interface (API) [43] was introduced in Android 

version 2.3, which is API Level 9. The Android NFC API gives applications the support 

needed to e.g. read NDEF messages and access tag records. To handle NFC tags in Android 

there has to be some initial settings made in the application in order to manage the NFC tag. 

Android uses a dispatch system (see figure 6.1) that handles the NFC tag discovered by the 

system. The dispatch system automatically starts or delivers data to an application that is 

registered to handle the data categorized by the dispatch system. This is done in Android via 

setting up and declaring intent filters. The intent filters declare the application’s capabilities 

and which intent broadcasted to the application it can receive. The rest is filtered and will not 

reach the application as it is not of interest for the application. As is shown in figure 6.1 the 

dispatch mechanism is structured in a tree hierarchy of 3 and Android has the highest priority 

set for activities that filters for ACTION_NDEF_DISCOVERED. If there is no match found 

for the application filtering for ACTION_NDEF_DISCOVERED it falls back to step 2, 
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(ACTION_TECH_DISCOVERED) and if there are still no matches Android falls back to step 

3, (ACTION_TAG_DISCOVERED). If there are no matches nothing happens, the device will 

not give any responses to the end user. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 6.1 Android NFC dispatch systems.  

A schematic overview of the Android NFC Intent filtering 

 

The filter settings are made in the Manifest file (see figure 6.2) for the applications, where the 

discovered NFC tag technologies supported by the application are listed in the Extensible 

Markup Language (XML) [44] file nfc_tech_filter (see figure 6.3), as can be seen in code 

example below. The filters also have to be set inside the application through intent filtration 
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as shown in the example where the application is set to be in the foreground and filter for 

defined intent (see figure 6.4).  

 

 

 

Figure 6.2 Android manifest XML file.  

 

 

Figure 6.3 Android nfc_tech_flter XML file. 

 

 

After the filters have been set to catch the intents that the application is set to handle there is 

still one more problem that has to be addressed. The problem arises when there is more than 

one application installed on the used device that has been registered to catch the same intents. 

Android will then show a dialogue listing of available applications able to handle the detected 

NFC tag even though the application is running. This is not what is desired the application 

needs to be the one and only application handling the NFC tag when running. This problem is 

solved by setting the application as prioritized foreground application, as shown in the code 

example (see figure 6.4). Now the application is ready to process technologies supported in 

the NFC tag defined by the XML file as shown in figure 6.2 and figure 6.3.     
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Figure 6.4 Defining intent filters for the dispatch system. 

 

When the NFC tag is detected and broadcasted to the application via the Android dispatch 

system the method onNewIntent(Intent intent) (see figure 6.5) is called by the system and the 

filtered intent is received for processing. As shown in the code example the NFC tag is 

retrieved from the intent.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.5 Receive the intent from the operating system 

 

    

In order to write to the NFC tag received from the intent, we have to access the tag using a 

technology supported by the NFC tag. In the prototype the MifareUltralight [15] mode is 

selected and the procedure to write to the tag is straight forward as shown in the code example 

(see figure 6.6) where the data to be written to the tag is split into chunks of four bytes as each 

page in the tag stores maximum four bytes.   
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Figure 6.6 Writing to the NFC tag 

 

In order to read the NFC tag received from the intent, the tag is accessed using a technology 

supported by the NFC tag as shown in the example above. The same technology mode was 

used, as when writing to the tag, but another mode could be used that the tag supports to 

retrieve the payload. The procedure to read the tag, as in the example of writing shown in the 

code example (see figure 6.6), is straightforward. The data is read four pages at a time (8 

bytes) as shown in the code example (see figure 6.7), two 16 bytes blocks are read from the 

tag and put together to a payload string.   

 

The prototype has for now only support for one of the supported technologies of the NFC tag, 

but by adding intent filters for other NFC card capabilities, more support can be added, such 

as MIFARE Classic [15] and other card in the MIFARE family. This is suggested for future 

implementation and work to increase compatibility and supported NFC tag fabrics.    
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Figure 6.7 Reading pages from the NFC tag 

 

 

6.2 Identification and near field communication tag security scheme  

In the implementation of the prototype a method to enhance the security for the identification 

of an attendee, had to be put in place. The reason for this is the use of a Near Field 

Communication (NFC) [37] Tag with basic operations and small to non-existing security 

options. There are a few schemes to resolve this and the one in the prototype is to use the 

NFC tag unique ID and make the payload stored on the tag bound to this ID.   

 

The procedure is as follows. The NFC Tag ID in conjunction with the attendee data and a 

random number are put through MD5 [19] hash, see figure 6.8. The hash value is stored on 

the NFC Tag as well as in the database together with the NFC Tag ID. This is later checked 

when the tag is read and compared to the values stored in the database. The reason for adding 

a random number to the values is to make it harder to foresee what the payload on the NFC 

tag would be if the Attendee data were to be known by a third party.  
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Figure 6.8 NFC Tag security scheme.  

The procedure implemented in the prototype generating  

a unique hash value to store on the tag and in the database.   

 

 

This scheme can of course be compromised using special NFC tags where the hardware 

locked unique NFC Tag ID field can be altered. When the card ID is cloned the payload is 

added, which make this new card indistinguishable from the original. One approach to 

minimise this risk is to replace the payload with a new payload each time the tag is read by 

the system. This would lead to a discovery more probable for duplicated cards, as the system 

will detect that there are more than one card with the same ID but only one card that currently 

has the right hash value stored. This scenario is shown in figure 6.9 where Tag 2 is a clone of 

Tag 1, the NFC reader reads Tag 2 first and the hash value is replaced. After this the reader 

reads the Tag 1 and the card is detected as invalid by the system, alerting the operator who 

investigates what has happened. This extra scheme is not implemented in this prototype but is 

suggested for future implementation and work to enhance the security when using 

inexpensive basic NFC tags.             
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Figure 6.9 Duplicated card detection.  
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6.3 Android list views 

When the ideas behind the prototype and the implementation of a Graphical User Interface 

(GUI) were designed, the idea was to incorporate very basic, primitive and intuitive ways to 

operate the touch screen. Android offers some basic constructions that are well suited for this 

purpose. A majority of the operations in the prototype revolves around lists and manipulation 

of the list contents. Manipulating lists are a very common pattern in mobile applications and 

the list views in Android are highly adaptable scrollable items.    

 

Figure 6.10 A mobile device with a list view.  

Illustrating a list of elements in a list view on a mobile device.  

 

In figure 6.10 a basic list view on a mobile device is shown. Typical for a list view is that the 

items in the list can be selected. This selection gives many choices, most commonly is that it 

triggers a menu option for the selection. This paradigm is used extensively throughout the 

prototype. Every line in a list view in Android is defined by a layout that can be almost 

anything you want it to be, but there are also some predefined layouts in Android that can be 

used. In the implementation of the prototype the android.R.layout.simple_list_item_1 [2] 

layout is being used.    
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6.4 SQLite database  

 

When using a database system there is normally a separate standalone process through which 

the application communicates with the database. The SQLite [21] database on the other hand 

does not have this stand alone process, instead the SQLite and the application are integrated 

with each other through the inclusion of the libraries in the application itself. These also 

reduce the latency, as there is no need for setting up and administrating a communication 

between a client-server database and the application for each query, when this can be done in 

SQLite through small confined function calls. As SQLite is designed to have low system 

demands and it is perfectly suited for applications running on mobile devices [20][21].    

In the implementation of the prototype in this thesis the database is handled through 

intermediate objects, se chapter 6.5. These objects are during runtime responsible for holding 

the data and their states. The database is updated when there are changes made to these 

intermediate objects. As the prototype in this thesis is not designed to use a distributed 

database, this behaviour is acceptable, On the other hand if the prototype were to be 

developed further it may be worth taking into consideration a new improved design of the 

read and update procedures.   

 

6.5 Intermediate objects   

 

During the design process of the prototype an early decision was made to use intermediate 

object. One of the main reasons for using intermediate objects instead for just having a 

graphical user interface overlaying direct database calls, were the benefits that object oriented 

programming brings to the table. The gains received in readability, encapsulation and 

modularity outways the resources that these objects use during runtime on a mobile system. 

This is normally not a problem as today’s mobile devices are powerful, and the resources the 

objects uses in the prototype is very small, but becomes ever more important in larger systems 

and should be taken into consideration when designing a system. The intermediate objects 

used in the prototype are shown in figure 6.11 
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  Figure 6.11 Intermediate objects/classes.  

A view of the intermediate objects/classes implemented in the prototype. 

 

6.6 Problems  

This chapter cover the problems that were encountered and how they were resolved during 

the implementation of the prototype. 

 

6.6.1 Android developer tools  

 

During the startup of the project there were some initial problems setting up the developing 

environment. Google offers a developing platform Android Developer Tools (ADT) [34], 

consisting of an integrated Android Software Development Kit (SDK) with Eclipse Integrated 

Development Environment (IDE) [42], accompanied by an Android Virtual Device (AVD) 

plug in. These prepared software bundles are under development and some bugs and problems 

are expected to occur. The problem that occurred, and that took a considerable time to find the 

remedy for, searching forums, posts and communities on the Internet, came from the fact that 

the AVD crashes and refuses to start. 
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The error message received was:    

 

Failed to create Context 0x3005 emulator: WARNING: 

Could not initialize OpenglES emulation, using software 

renderer. WARNING: Data partition already in use. 

Changes will not persist! 

  

What it in the end means is that there is a stack overflow preventing the ADT from starting up 

at all, resulting in the somewhat misleading error message.  

 

The problem was solved by setting up an AVD with the adjusted RAM setting to 512 and the 

HEAP value to 128. By so doing the AVD starts and runs normally.   

 

The next problem associated with AVD is that it runs very slowly as its emulation a ARM 

processor architecture. It took some time to realise what the reason was for the poor 

performance, but this problem was widely discussed on various Android developer forums. 

The problems with the poor performance were solved by installing an x86 emulator for the 

INTEL ATOM platform, and use that setting for the AVD when developing. The x86 

emulator runs considerably faster and by doing so makes it easier to debug a program using 

the AVD.  
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6.6.2 Android dispatch system  

 

When first implementing the Near Field Communication (NFC) [37] tag support in the 

application the problem with Android dispatch system arose. It took a while to learn about 

how and why the application was ignored as receiver off NFC tags introduced to the mobile 

device. It turned out to be a two-stage problem (described in Chapter 6.1). The underlying 

problem was to set up the intent filters in the manifest file properly, and to find out how to 

prevent the dispatch system from invoking other applications that were capable of handling 

NFC tags while the application was running. It took a day or two to get to know the dispatch 

system, and how it handles NFC tags. The documentation on the Android developers 

WebPages [1] that Google provides and suggestions on various forums on the Internet was 

good help in finding the solution to the problems.  
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7 Conclusions 

In this chapter the author reflects over the outcome, and experiences made when working on 

the prototype. The results are briefly discussed and the chapter ends with some of the 

suggestions for further work. 

 

7.1 Conclusions  

 

Working on this project has been both interesting as well as educational. As I had never been 

working on or used Android up to this point before, which lead to new and interesting insights 

in how an operating system running on a mobile device behaves in order to save resources.  

One key difference was that the operating system (OS) could at any time, close or pause the 

application in order to free or save resources, like memory or power. To develop for a mobile 

platform means that you have to consider these aspects which took some time to get used to. 

The development kit that Google provides came to good use, and it made the transition of 

going in to and learning an entirely new system a lot easier. 

 

The prototypes’ main goal is to show how the concept of auto identification (Auto- ID) [36] 

can be used in a mobile environment in order to reduce the effort and cognitive load on the 

staff during manually handling a conference or meeting. In some cases the gain in efficiency 

is clear and in some cases the gain is not as obvious.  

     

1. Check In: The gain from the manual handling of lists on paper, and the support given 

by a mobile device is clear. It takes typically 4 - 10 seconds to find the attendee on the 

list till the Near Filed Communication (NFC) [37] tag is written and the attendee is 

checked in, and the risks of not checking attendees off a list during a check in 

procedure are eliminated. If the systems are developed further and become distributed, 

the transaction at check-in becomes even quicker, as more stations can be operated in 

parallel. The attendee can even manage the check in on their own via a terminal, 

which would reduce the need of personnel at the check in counter. 
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2. Register to a lecture or event: This procedure shows good potential, as only available 

events for the attendee are listed in the prototype, which make the registration very 

speedy, typically within seconds. There could be a registration booth set up with more 

than one terminal that an attendee could use to register upon. This would reduce the 

need of staff handling manual registration, and instead let the attendee do the work 

themselves in real-time.     

3. Use tokens in restaurant or bar: Here the gains are not as clear when it comes to saving 

resources, as in some of the other cases, due to the use of paper vouchers. When paper 

vouchers are used more then one voucher can be collected at once, which speeds up 

the service for the attendee. One of the most important gains when using the prototype 

is the audit ability that comes with the mobile device system. This means there is no 

way for one attendee to give another attendee their tokens or vouchers to use instead. 

This leads to the consumption becomes bound to the individual, which was intended 

by the company placing the order for these amenities vouchers.    

4. Gatekeeper: The efficiency here is really good, the time it takes to check if someone 

has access and marked as checked in from a manual list compared to the mobile 

solution is large. It takes typically 3 seconds to perform the task via the prototype. 

This also eliminates the risk that attendees are not checked off as they arrive at the 

gate-kept event or lecture.    

5. Check out: The same argument applies as for the 1: Check In. 

 

Overall the prototype shows that there are gains to be made in terms of efficiency as well as to 

save resources. Depending on how the work is done today, some usages are not clearly 

motivated, as in the case where paper vouchers are used, which is much faster operated 

manually when collected and charged. If the prototype is developed further it can be proven to 

be a very useful tool for arrangers of meetings or conferences, where normally manual 

handling take place. This is of course a scaling problem, for small groups and meetings it is 

just as easily managed manually, but as the number of groups and events grows the use of 

automation becomes more motivated.          
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7.2 Proposed future work 

As the prototype is implemented as a proof-of- concept it is not complete. There is still a great 

deal to do to make the prototype a valuable part for a conference arranger or meeting 

designer. Some suggested parts that were considered early in the design process, but not a part 

of the final prototype are listed below. 

 

• Make the application distributed: That there should be a central server/database so that 

many handheld terminals can be used. This is a real life scenario, where the different 

departments in an organization have their own set of portable devices. 

• The possibility to define roles in the system: There should be some level of access in 

the system, controlling a specific terminal or users work methods, and access levels. 

• Develop a logging strategy: The system should keep track of all the transactions made 

by a user in the system, and store them in a database, for audit ability reasons. 

• Develop a better security scheme for the Near Field Communication (NFC) Tag: 

Meaning, there is a need to reduce the risk that duplicated NFC Tags can be used, 

closing the door for fraudulent behavior. 

• Construct a Property Management System (PMS) [45] interface: Make it possible for 

other programs and resources e.g. Hotel booking system, to communicate and share 

information with the application.   

• Add support for more types of NFC Tags/Cards, to increase the range of the 

application.                           

 

Even though the prototype lacks these stated parts, and is somewhat restricted in its use. It is 

developed as proof-of-concept with the aim to show how to gain efficiency in the cases 

presented in Chapter 2, which it fulfills.  
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